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QUESTION 1

Wesley is able to see documents in the Suggestion application that have his name listed in the "SuggestionContact"
field. He cannot see any other documents nor can he edit the documents he can see. 

What level of access does Wesley have in the ACL for this application? 

A. Author 

B. Reader 

C. Depositor 

D. Editor 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Tresa\\'s users sometimes forward SalesOrder documents to coworkers if they have a question about the order. When
the recipient of the forwarded document opens the mail message, they see an error message before the document
opens. Tresa has determined that a hot-spot button on the SalesOrder form references code from the SalesOrder form. 

How can Tresa allow her users to forward documents without this button being forwarded? 

A. Open the SalesOrder form. From the Advanced tab of the Form properties, select "Send as RT Item" from the "On
Send" options. 

B. Open the SalesOrder form. From the Security tab of the Form properties, select "Disable printing/ forwarding/copying
to clipboard". 

C. Open the SalesOrder form and click on the hot-spot button. Add a hide formuls of "@IsDocBeingForwarded". 

D. Open the SalesOrder form and click on the hot-spot button. Select "Copied to the clipboard" from the Hide tab of the
Button properties. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Susan has deployed a template, "sales.ntf", for the Sales Tracking application on the test server. Fred wants to create a
new Sales Tracking application using Susan\\'s template, and Fred wants his new application to inherit future design
changes from the template. 

How can Fred do this? 

A. Create a replica of the "Sales.ntf" template, but make its file name end in ".nsf" instead. 

B. Create a blank application, right-click the new application icon, and choose the "Cope From Template" option. Select
the "sales.ntf" file as the template, then design elements will be copied to the new application. 



C. Select File>Application>New, choose the test server as the template server, and choose the "sales.ntf" template. 

D. Select File>Application>New, choose the test server as the template server, and give the application "sales.ntf" as a
file name. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Geoff has recently upgraded to Notes Domino 8.5 and has been exploring the various options within Domino Designer
in Eclipse (DDE). 

What can Geoff do to see his Applications within the Applications Navigator of DDE? 

A. Right-click on an Application icon from the Notes workspace and select Open in Designer. The Applications
Navigator always opens in the left pane, just as in Domino Designer 8.0 and earlier releases. Other views, such as
Outline can be moved or closed if desired. 

B. Right-click on an Application icon from the Notes workspace and select Open in Designer. If the Applications
Navigator is not visible, select Window > Show Hidden Views > Applications. Other views, such as Outline, can also be
moved or closed. 

C. Right-click on an Application icon from the Notes workspace and select Open in Designer. The Applications
Navigator always opens, but it can be repositioned. Other views, such as Outline can be moved or closed if desired. 

D. Right-click on an Application icon from the Notes workspace and select Open in Designer. If the Applications
Navigator is not visible, select Window > Show Eclipse Views > Applications. Other views, such as Outline, can also be
moved or closed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Malik needs to find all the design elements that reference a particular field in his database. How could he accomplish
this? 

A. File ?Application ?Analyze Design 

B. Edit ?Find Next 

C. Edit ?Find/Replace 

D. File ?Application ?Design Synopsis 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Which one of the following statements about an Authors field is true? 

A. Groups can be used. If individual names are used, they must be stored in Abbreviated format. 



B. Groups and roles can be used. Individual names should be stored in Abbreviated format if the application will be used
in multiple domains. 

C. Roles can be used. If individual names are used, they must be stored in Canonical format. 

D. Groups and roles can be used. Individual names should be stored in Canonical format if the application will be used
in multiple domains. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

When Robert created a Response form, he set the "Formulas inherit values from selected document" option on the form
properties. The "Status" field on the Review form is also named "Status" on the inheriting form. However, the form does
not inherit any data. 

Which one of the following most likely caused this problem? 

A. The inheriting form is not a Response form. 

B. He specified the same field names on both forms. 

C. He failed to provide inheritance formulas for each field. 

D. He failed to specify the form type. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Marcello wants to create a custom startup page for his customer database, using different buttons and values from
profile and normal documents. 

How can he achieve this? 

A. Create an outline with calculated entries, and display this directly through a frameset. 

B. Create a page with calculated text and actions, and display this using a frameset. Create a frameset, and display that
page with dynamic text. 

C. Create a view with custom actions that calculate what actions the user might want to take. 

D. Create a form and use action buttons, only calculated for display fields and computed text to display all available
options to this specific user. Set the database properties to start with a doclink in the about database document to any
document created with this form. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Jamie needs to add a RestrictAccess field on a form in the Purchasing application. Only users with the [Admin] role



should be able to see this field. 

How should she write the hide/when formula to hide this field? 

A. @Elements("[Admin]";@UserRoles) 

B. @IsNotMember("[Admin]";@UserRoles) 

C. @IsContained("[Admin];@UserRoles) 

D. @Show("[Admin]";@UserRoles) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

What function does the Formula type field perform? 

A. It allows documents of interest to be served via subscriptions in the Headlines database. 

B. It allows multiple values in a field to be validated against a defined @Formula statement. 

C. It allows documents to precompute specific values based on user input. 

D. It allows @Formula statements to be entered in a document without executing. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Which one of the following formulas would find the first word (all characters before the first space) in a string field called
Name? 

A. @Left(Name) 

B. @Left(Name;1) 

C. @Left(" ";Name) 

D. @Left(Name; " ") 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Julie wants to have a view action display in a custom pop-up menu when the right mouse button is clicked. 

How can she do this? 

A. Set the Action bar to "Include in right mouse button menu". 



B. Set the Action button to "Include in right mouse button menu". 

C. Set the database property to "Include actions in right mouse button menu". 

D. Set the view property to "Include actions in right mouse button menu". 

Correct Answer: B 
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